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SSS spectrum of V4743 Sgr
 with TMAP Atmosphere model

    Rauch et al. (2010)



Nova V4743 Sgr (2002) in Time



Series of SSS spectra
 of V4743 Sgr with
TMAP Atmospheres
    Rauch et al. (2010)



Series of SSS spectrum of V4743 Sgr with
Wind-type Atmosphere model

    van Rossum (2012)



Series of SSS spectra
 of V4743 Sgr with

Wind-type Atmospheres
    van Rossum (2012)



Evolution of atmosphere model parameters



Quantitative Approaches (How much?)

   Highly desirable because they yield key parameters such as
   Composition, mass, temperature, energy budget (Luminosity, radius).

 We really want them to
     constrain evolutionary models of the nova outburst (e.g. Teff, L)
     Determine nova contribution to chem. Composition of ISM (abundances)
     Constrain Single-degenerate channel of SN Ia progenitor path (Mass)
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Quantitative Approaches (How much?)

 
However, several problems:
   - Poor reproduction of observed spectra
      Only general shape, most abs. not reproduced.
   - Albeit already complex model, still too simplistic (hydrostatic,
     Simple geometry (plane-parallel or spherically symmetric)
   - Large values of χ2 => No error bars!!!
   - Large number of parameters, to name only some:
        + T

eff
 + log(g) + normalization (radius) + N

H

        + Abundances (at face value 92 parameters!)
        + Opacities
        + non-LTE implementation
    It is not the same to freeze a known parameter
    (from other measurements) or to freeze at an assumed a value

==> An example how models should work at end of talk (time permitting)



Qualitative Approaches (How?)

  While no numbers are involved, we can gain clues from:

    - Groups and samples of spectra to look for trends and classification

    - Line profile analysis (actually gives some numbers)

    - Short/Long-term spectral evolution 



X-ray grating spectra of
    - Super Soft Sources (SSS)
    - Classical Novae (CN)
    - Recurrent Novae (RN)

~ pole on systems~ edge on systems
SSe                                       SSa

Ness et al. (2013)
  A&A 559, 50



Ness et al. (2011)
  ApJ 733, 70



Ness et al. (2013), A&A 559, 50
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Grating spectra of RS Oph
Ness et al. (2009, ApJ 137, 3414)



   

In collisional equilibrium, the flux in an emission line depends on the
 Volume emission measure of the plasma (VEM = n

e
 * V) and the line

contribution function G
λ
(T) for each emission line at wavelength λ:

      F
λ
 = ∫ VEM (T ) × G

λ
(T ) × dT

f
λ
 (observed line flux)



G
λ
(T )  in       F

λ
 = ∫ VEM (T ) × G

λ
(T ) × dT

 is basically product of Theory and observables:
           Number density of upper level (function of T)
           Einstein A coefficient
           Ionisation balance (function of T)
           Elemental abundances (linear factor)



       F
λ
 = ∫ VEM (T ) × G

λ
(T ) × dT

 Ratio of observed flux f
λ
 to predicted flux:

f λ/
G

λ(
T

)



f 

G T  Note: G proportional to abundances

VEM(T) in

F
λ
 = ∫ VEM (T ) × G

λ
(T ) × dT
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VEM(T) in
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Ness et al. (2009, ApJ 137, 3414)





Sample of M giants by Rich et al. (2007)
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